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Abstract
Users of digital self-tracking devices increasingly
benefit from multiple services related to their selftracking data. Vice versa, new digital as well as
“offline” service providers, such as health insurance
companies, depend on the users’ willingness to
disclose personal data to be able to offer new services.
Whereas previous research mostly investigated the
willingness to disclose data in the context of social
media, e-commerce and smartphone apps, the aim of
our research is to analyze the influence of the privacy
calculus of personal risks and benefits on the
willingness to disclose highly personal and
confidential self-tracking data to health insurance
companies. To do so, we develop a conceptual model
based on the privacy calculus concept and validate it
with a sample of 103 respondents in a scenario-based
experiment using structural equation modeling. Our
results reveal that privacy risks always have a negative
impact on the willingness to disclose personal data,
while positive effects of privacy benefits are partly
depending on the data sensitivity.

1. Introduction
With rising demand for personal services, e.g. in
the areas of healthcare, education, and entertainment
[3], the processing of personal data becomes more and
more a critical factor of business success. While digital
service providers, such as social media and ecommerce platforms, have typically already heavily
invested in the personalization of their services to
customers, “offline” services, such as physicians or
health insurance companies, are mostly still in their
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infancy in terms of providing personalized services.
For these “offline” services, personal self-tracking data
is one type of data that could lead to service
improvements.
In general, self-tracking (also known as lifelogging, quantified-self, personal analytics, and
personal informatics) is the current trend to collect data
about specific features of life through mobile and
wearable digital devices [37]. Self-tracking devices are
placed in the category of wearable electronics and/or
multi-sensor platforms in the field of the Internet of
Things [53]. These devices can take the shape of
smartwatches, wristband sensors, wearable sensor
patches, artificial reality-augmented glasses, brain
computer interfaces, or wearable body metric textiles
[53]. They enable the individual to capture data about
daily activities, exercises, vital parameters, disease
symptoms, or nutrition, among others [20]. Due to the
development of new technologies and decreasing
sensor sizes, self-tracking becomes not only
increasingly convenient [20, 38], but also enables users
to capture more and more aspects of their life. Major
players in the consumer electronic market, such as
Apple, Google, as well as specialized producers like
fitbit, launched their own self-tracking devices (e.g.,
Apple Watch, Android Wear, Fitbit Charge) and start
to build up software and hardware ecosystems around
their devices with open APIs, enabling new players
(e.g. runtastic, nike+), but also typical “offline” service
providers, such as physicians and health insurance
companies, to offer services based on the collected
data. Considering the expectation that the shipment of
solely wearable self-tracking devices will grow from
102 million units in 2016 to more than 224 million
units in 2020 [30], we expect the service ecosystem
around such devices to grow as well. However, without
the customers’ agreement to share their personal self-

tracking data, the service providers cannot (fully)
deliver their services. This fact becomes even more
critical given the launch of the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union in May
2018. Thus, the willingness of the customer to disclose
personal data gathered through a self-tracking device is
essential for the success of the service provider.
The privacy research stream has an ongoing history
of studies, which are dedicated to explaining the
willingness to disclose personal data. Research
regarding information disclosure in the personal
context primarily analyzes sharing information within
the domain of social media or to some extent within
the e-commerce and smartphone app area [7, 8, 15, 21,
28]. There is evidence for users unconsciously
accepting terms and conditions about their privacy
disclosure [4, 32]. Thus, users are not always aware of
the extent of private information disclosure [52].
However, we propose that there is a difference
regarding to what extent users are aware and sensitive
of sharing personal data in the case of self-tracking,
since the “commodity” they provide allows service
providers to derive direct conclusions to one’s physical
or health condition and is thus more confidential. To
our knowledge, little research has been carried out in
the area of full awareness about information disclosure,
where people are completely informed about the type
of data, anonymity level, or purpose of information.
Because of the higher risks and the valuable benefits
involved in comparison to other personal information,
such as shopping behavior or social media usage, it is
likely that peoples’ disclosing behavior differs from
other personal information contexts. We therefore aim
to analyze the influence of the calculus of personal
risks and benefits (privacy calculus) on the willingness
to disclose highly personal self-tracking data. Further,
we will focus on health insurance companies as the
third-party exchange partner since this type of “offline”
service provider already started to test the usage of
self-tracking devices [e.g. 49], thus providing an
interesting near-future scenario:
RQ: How does the calculus of personal risks and
benefits influence the willingness of an individual to
disclose highly personal and confidential self-tracking
data to a health insurance company?
To do so, we develop and empirically validate a
research model that is based on the comprehensive
APCO Macro Model (Antecedents, Privacy Concerns,
Outcomes) of Smith et al. [50] but then focus on the
link between the privacy calculus and the behavioral
reactions. In addition, we contribute to the specific
context of self-tracking by adapting the characteristics
of the privacy calculus accordingly and also consider
the sensitivity of the self-tracking data, the perceived

activity status and the perceived health status of the
users.
We organize this article as follows: Section 2
outlines the theoretical foundations of our study by
introducing established and related theories in the field
of privacy and information disclosure. In Section 3, we
describe the research context as well as the
development of our constructs and hypotheses which
we finally synthesize into a conceptual model. In
Section 4, we describe the research method, followed
by the presentation of the analysis and results in
Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to the discussion of
our results, while we conclude with the limitations, the
future research process and our main contributions in
Section 7.

2. Theoretical foundations
With the establishment of laws to protect private
data [50], privacy was considered to be a human right
and people became able to decide to what extent
information about themselves should be disclosed.
Self-disclosure describes the action of uncovering
personal information, such as locations or activities
[46]. There, according to communication privacy
management theory (CPM), people face a conflict
between privacy and disclosure while determining
whether to reveal private data and information or not
[44]. Even though people report high concerns
regarding their privacy, they voluntarily submit
personal information at numerous events. This
observation is known as the privacy paradox [40] and
is rooted in the fact that people view privacy less as a
right but rather as a commodity [5, 12, 18, 50]. Within
this view, it is possible to assign privacy an economic
value, which is the basis for cost-benefit analysis and
trade-offs [5, 12, 50]. Consumers, which are asked for
providing private information to receive a product or
service, perform cost-benefit analyses to evaluate the
consequences they would encounter in return for the
disclosed information, and they respond accordingly.
Such consequences are the perceived benefits as well
as risks. Exemplary benefits are a better service
through personalization or financial rewards. However,
any information exchange entails considerable
uncertainty or is subject to opportunistic behaviors of
the receiver. For instance, the receiver of the private
data may utilize them for different purposes than
declared. Therefore, the following consequences of the
information disclosure may be too complex to
anticipate beforehand and contain a personal risk.
Results by Keith et al. [31] suggest these perceived
risks to be more important for explaining information
disclosure compared to perceived benefits. This

process of comparing benefits and risks is understood
as privacy calculus, with drivers and inhibitors
effecting the decision process at the same time
regarding whether to disclose information or not [11,
13]. Since concepts, such as benefits and risks from
information disclosure, differ from situation to
situation, it is vital to analyze information disclosure
context-specific in order to understand the person’s
information sharing behavior [11, 50]. In this respect,
the disclosure of self-tracking associated data is of
medical and behavioral nature, which can be
considered one of the most private data possible.

3. Conceptual development
After having outlined previous research in the
privacy area, we will now proceed to explain the
research context as well as the different constructs and
hypotheses we will draw upon for explaining an
individual’s willingness to disclose personal selftracking data to a health insurance company.

3.1 Research context
As indicated earlier and described by Smith et al.
[50], it is “impossible to develop a one size-fits-all
conceptualization of general privacy” (p. 1002). Hence,
we subsequently describe the specific research context
of private information disclosure we consider in our
model. We draw upon the privacy calculus concept
[11, 13] which in turn is grounded in the calculus of
behavior theory [10, 33]. On this basis, we focus on the
context of individual usage of self-tracking devices
(such as smartwatches, wristbands, patches, clip-on
devices, wireless weight scales or blood pressure
monitors) [36, 53] through which personal data is
collected, processed, and analyzed.
Further, depending on the service, self-tracking
data can be shared in different ways referring to the
aggregation level, e.g. the variety, the volume and the
velocity. Within our study, we framed the context for
participants in our scenario-based experiment that the
personal data could be assigned to themselves, is
shared instantly without any aggregation and includes
all collected data.
Concerning the third-party exchange partners
(usually service providers), we expect significant
different results for our research model depending on
which exchange partner is considered. Nowadays,
users of self-tracking devices can share data with
service providers which enable them to connect to their
social group, e.g. family and friends, social media or
special online platforms such as fitness-tracking
platforms (e.g. runtastic, nike+). Prospectively, it can

be assumed that soon, it will be possible to share data
with a larger group of exchange partners which offer
common services such as physicians, health insurance
companies, pharmacies, research institutes or sport and
fitness clubs. We assume that users will evaluate the
risks and benefits for each service provider separately
and calculate the privacy calculus accordingly. Since
health insurance companies already started to test the
usage of self-tracking devices within their services
[e.g. 49], we see this service provider as the most
interesting concerning our research subject. Hence,
within our research paper, we set the context to this
type of third-party exchange partner.
Finally, previous research suggests that the type of
data matters in individuals’ data sharing decisions,
such as financial versus purchase preferences [39],
demographic versus lifestyle [45] and the sensitivity of
health information records [1] which is why we
propose that the type of data is also a relevant factor in
the self-tracking context. Within our research study, we
refer to the type of data as data sensitivity and define it
as one’s consideration of the type of personal selftracking data within the privacy calculus. It addresses
that self-tracking users do not only share information,
such as contact information or usage patterns (e.g.
website usage), but also sensitive personal data that is
directly linked to their activity or health condition. Yet,
even though activity and health data belong to the
group of sensitive data types, we argue that there are
still increments present. We therefore distinguish
between weak sensitive personal data, such as activity
data (e.g. walking distance, steps, calories burned or
the sleep rhythm), and strong sensitive personal data,
such as vital and body data (e.g. heart rate, blood
pressure, stress level, weight, body fat, muscle mass or
the body mass index). While weak sensitive personal
data allows to derive general assumptions about one’s
well-being or fitness, strong sensitive personal data, in
contrast, enables to draw conclusions about the health
status or possible diseases and is thus more sensitive.
We assume that users of self-tracking devices take this
fact into account when they calculate the risks and
benefits of information disclosure. Hence, we set two
different research contexts for the participants in our
scenario-based experiment, distinguishing between
weak and strong sensitive data, to analyze the influence
of the calculus of personal risks and benefits on the
willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data to a
health insurance company in each context.

3.2 Constructs and hypotheses
We investigate the relationships between
characteristics of the privacy calculus and the
behavioral reactions of self-tracking users instead of

intentions because past research indicates that
behaviors do not match actual intentions due to the
interference of the privacy paradox [40, 50].
Behavioral reactions can become visible as one’s
willingness to disclose information [50]. We therefore
focus on the willingness to disclose personal selftracking data (WtD) as the dependent variable and
define it as the will of a self-tracking user to disclose
personal self-tracking data to a health insurance
company. Our independent variables encompass the
characteristics of the privacy calculus, i.e., privacy
risks and privacy benefits proposed by Smith et al.
[50]. As we aim at explaining the effects of different
privacy benefits, we further distinguish between
multiple types of privacy benefits, namely financial
rewards [e.g. 25, 29, 58], personalization benefits [6,
56], and social adjustment benefits [35]. With our
focus on the formal interaction between self-tracking
users and health insurance companies, we include
financial rewards and personalization benefits, which
we adapt to service improvement benefits to fit to the
context of self-tracking into our model. We further
omit social adjustment benefits, since this construct
refers to the fulfillment of the need for affiliation [35],
thus on informal relations between users which are not
reflected in our investigated type of interaction.
Privacy risks (PR) are defined as “the degree to
which an individual believes that a high potential for
loss is associated with the release of personal
information to a firm” [50]. The manifestation of the
risk is the result of a calculation of the likelihood of
negative consequences and the perceived severity of
those consequences [43]. Several studies verified the
negative effect of perceived risk on intentions or
willingness to disclose information [e.g. 14, 42, 59].
Following them, we assume, that privacy risks are also
a key negative determinant of the willingness to
disclose information in the self-tracking context, since
users share highly personal activity and health data. In
the case of a loss of control over these personal data,
the severity of consequences can be serious and
influences one’s social and financial status sustainably.
For example, a health insurance company could
increase fees of a customer if it gets access to selftracking data that is not in favor of its user. Hence, we
posit:
H1: Privacy risks have a negative effect on the
willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data to a
health insurance company.
Service improvement benefits (SIB) through
service personalization refer to Chellappa and Sin [6]
who define personalization as “the ability to
proactively tailor products and product purchasing
experiences to tastes of individual consumers based
upon their personal and preference information” (p.

181). Previous research showed that personalization
benefits support the customer’s willingness to disclose
their personal and preference information [56].
While personalization is rooted in the context of
commerce, we adapt it to the context of self-tracking
by redefining it as the ability to tailor common services
to the needs of self-tracking users based upon their
self-tracking data and rename the variable to service
improvement benefits. We argue, when self-tracking
data is shared with certain service providers, they are
able to customize their services to the advantage of the
user. For example, customers who share their data with
a health insurance company could in return receive
individual services that address certain issues analyzed
from the self-tracking data such as suggestions for
sport or fitness activities, faster clearance of special
treatments or suggestion for physician consultations.
Hence, we posit:
H2: Service improvement benefits have a positive
effect on the willingness to disclose personal selftracking data to a health insurance company.
Financial rewards (FR) can have various forms,
such as discounts, vouchers or free gifts [29]. Several
studies confirmed that financial rewards have a
positive impact on the motivation to disclose
information [e.g. 25, 29, 58]. We assume that in the
context of self-tracking, financial rewards are also a
relevant benefit. For example, financial rewards could
be granted by health insurance companies to customers
for providing their self-tracking data to demonstrate
health-promoting behavior. We therefore also include
the variable in our model, define it as the granting of
monetary rewards, discounts, vouchers or free gifts to
self-tracking users based upon their self-tracking data,
and posit:
H3: Financial rewards have a positive effect on the
willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data to a
health insurance company.
In addition to the adapted constructs of the privacy
calculus, we incorporate two moderating variables in
our model, which relate to the perceived activity status
and the perceived health status of the users. Previous
research has shown that patients with a perceived poor
health status are more sensitive about their health data
than others [2, 54]. We adapt this construct to the
context of self-tracking and define the perceived
activity status (PAS) and perceived health status
(PHS) as one’s consideration of the actual status of the
activity and health condition within the privacy
calculus, respectively. We argue that self-tracking
users who have a decent activity level or are in general
healthy and thus do not have critical data, do not
expect negative consequences when disclosing their
self-tracking activity or health data. In contrast, users
who are less active or healthy and therefore have by

4. Research method

Table 1: Construct operationalization
Construct

Willingness to disclose
personal self-tracking data

tendency more critical data, assume higher risks of
negative consequences by third parties and thus take
this fact into consideration when they evaluate the risks
of information disclosure. Hence, we posit:
H4a/b: The perceived activity status / health status
has a negative moderating effect on the relation
between privacy risks and the willingness to disclose
personal self-tracking data to a health insurance
company.

Service improvement benefits
Financial rewards

To realize our goal to compare two contexts in
terms of data sensitivity, we chose an experimental
design and collected data using an online-based tool.
We build on the factorial survey approach [17] which
allows us to create and compare two hypothetical
settings in which we ask the participants at first to
evaluate their privacy calculus and the willingness to
share personal self-tracking data to a health insurance
company under the assumption that weak sensitive data
(activity data such as steps or distance walked, sleep
duration or quality or general activity level) would be
shared. In a second setting, we asked the same
participants to evaluate their privacy calculus and the
willingness to share personal self-tracking data to a
health insurance company under the assumption that
strong sensitive data (health data such as heart rate or
rhythm, blood pressure or weight) would be shared.
We decided not to refer the context to a specific realworld health insurance company or established benefits
program but to enable the participants in our
experiment to consider their privacy calculus and
willingness to disclose to their own health insurance
company to increase the validity of their responses.
For the operationalization of our measurement
model, we build on established and validated measures
wherever possible as well as self-developed items. We
further adapted all items to the self-tracking context as
well as to the specific context of weak and strong data
sensitivity in the respective research model (Table 1).
Each of the item statements was measured with a
seven-point Likert scale [34] between (1=I do not at all
agree; 7=I do fully agree). All constructs are measured
reflectively. Ultimately, we analyzed our sample data
using structural equation modeling [51, 55].

Privacy risks

4.1 Design and operationalization

Item operationalization for the weak /
strong sensitive data context
I would be willing to share my
personal self-tracking activity-data /
health-data with my health insurance
company.
I would be open to an analysis of my
personal self-tracking activity data /
health-data by my health insurance
company.
I would allow my health insurance
company to save my personal selftracking activity-data / health-data.
It would be risky to give my personal
self-tracking activity-data / healthdata to my health insurance company.
There would be high potential for
privacy loss associated with giving
my personal self-tracking activitydata / health-data my health insurance
company.
My personal self-tracking activitydata / health-data could be
inappropriately used by my health
insurance company.
Providing my health insurance
company with my personal selftracking activity-data / health-data
would involve many unexpected
problems.
I would value if my health insurance
company improves the service
reliability and accuracy through the
usage of my personal self-tracking
activity-data / health-data.
I would value if my health insurance
company improves the response time
through the usage of my personal selftracking activity-data / health-data.
I would value if my health insurance
company improves the individualized
attention towards me through the
usage of my personal self-tracking
activity-data / health-data.
I would value if my health insurance
company improves the service
flexibility and personalization through
the usage of my personal self-tracking
activity-data / health-data.
I would value if my health insurance
company offers me financial rewards
in exchange for my personal selftracking activity-data / health-data.
I would value if my health insurance
company offers me financial
discounts in exchange for my personal
self-tracking activity-data / healthdata.
I would value if my health insurance

Adapted
from

Selfdeveloped
based on
[6, 14]

Adapted
from
[57]

Selfdeveloped
based on
[9, 41]

Adapted
from
[29]

Perceived activity status /
health status

company offers me vouchers or gifts
in exchange for my personal selftracking activity-data / health-data.
I perceive my physical activity /
health condition to be positive.
I perceive my physical activity /
health condition to be above average.
I perceive my physical activity /
health condition to represent a good
constitution.
I perceive my physical activity /
health condition would be positively
evaluated by others.

the indicator reliability. The outer loadings of all
measurement items exceed the threshold of 0.708 [24].
Table 2. Assessment of the measurement
model for weak data sensitivity (activity data)
Selfdeveloped
based on
[2]

4.2 Data collection
We collected data by distributing our research
instrument to active as well as non-active users of selftracking devices, since the hypothetical experimental
setting allows anyone to participate. To gather our data
from respondents, we circulated the invitation message
to participate in our experiment in online social
networks (e.g. Facebook wall postings and Facebook
groups), online business networks (e.g., Xing), the elearning system of the authors’ university, among
others. We decided in favor of openly circulating our
invitation to allow for a snowball effect. As we
circulated the invitation for participation anonymously,
we cannot determine a response rate.

5. Analysis and results
Overall, we received 125 responses during May and
June 2018. After excluding incomplete (22) responses,
we analyzed the remaining 103 responses. Out of these
remaining responses 52% are male and have an
average age of 28. Furthermore, 70% have a university
degree and 96% are European citizens. 61% do
currently own and use a self-tracking device. There are
no missing values for the key variables in our model
since the answers were mandatory.
For the analysis of our measurement and structural
model, we used SmartPLS 3.2. [48]. We chose PLSSEM as an established approach in the IS research
discipline, also due to our relatively small sample size
[19, 22, 23, 47]. We checked the measurement model
of each context for internal consistency, convergent
validity, and discriminant validity. We analyzed
Cronbach’s Alpha (CA) and the Composite Reliability
(CR) to test the internal consistency of our
measurement instrument. All values exceed the
threshold of 0.8, showing a high degree of internal
consistency. The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is
greater than the critical threshold of 0.5 for all
constructs (Table 2 and 3). Furthermore, we analyzed

CA
0.862
0.891
0.855
0.922
0.938

PAS
FR
PR
SIB
WtD

CR
0.906
0.932
0.902
0.945
0.961

AVE
0.706
0.821
0.679
0.810
0.890

Table 3. Assessment of the measurement
model for strong data sensitivity (health data)
CA
0.918
0.926
0.878
0.948
0.920

PHS
FR
PR
SIB
WtD

CR
0.939
0.953
0.916
0.963
0.950

AVE
0.793
0.871
0.732
0.866
0.863

To assess discriminant validity, we applied the
Fornell-Larcker criterion [16]. The square root of each
construct’s AVE is greater than its highest correlation
with any other construct (Table 4 and 5). In addition to
the traditional discriminant validity check, we applied
the Heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) approach [26]. All
values are below 0.85 which is why we conclude that
discriminant validity has been established [22].
Table 4. Fornell-Larcker criterion of the
measurement model for weak data sensitivity
PAS
FR
PR
SIB
WtD

PAS
0.840
0.147
-0.238
0.093
0.228

FR
0.906
-0.532
0.654
0.690

PR

0.835
-0.494
-0.681

SIB

0.900
0.646

WtD

0.944

Table 5. Fornell-Larcker criterion of the
measurement model for strong data sensitivity
PHS
FR
PR
SIB
WtD

PHS
0.890
0.139
-0.236
0.119
0.213

FR
0.934
-0.456
0.737
0.663

PR

0.856
-0.367
-0.654

SIB

0.931
0.634

WtD

0.929

Further, we assessed the measurement invariance
between the two models following the MICOM
procedure [27]. We consider configural invariance to
be present after a qualitative assessment. In addition,
compositional invariance and equality of composite
mean values and variances was positively tested using
the permutation algorithm in SmartPLS with 5,000
subsamples.

Finally, we assessed the structural model of each
scenario with partial least squares (PLS) structural
equation modeling (SEM) (path weighting scheme,
stop criterion 10-7). To assess the significance levels,
we applied bootstrapping with 5,000 sub-samples (no
sign changes). The results for each model are provided
in Table 6, encompassing standardized path
coefficients, significance levels, and R2 value. Relating
to the weak data sensitivity context (activity data), the
direct influence of privacy risks (β=-0.339***) and
financial rewards (β=0.334**) could be confirmed,

while in the strong data sensitivity context (health data)
privacy risks (β=-0.424***), service improvement
benefits (β=0.276***) and financial rewards
(β=0.254**) have a significant impact. In contrast, we
neither found a significant moderating effect of
perceived activity status nor perceived health status on
the relationship between privacy risks and the
willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data to a
health insurance company.

Table 6. Final results
Weak data sensitivity
context (activity data)

Strong data sensitivity
context (health data)

Beta
coefficients

P-values

Beta
coefficients

P-values

H1: Privacy risks  Willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data

-0.339

0.000***

-0.424

0.000***

H2: Service improvement benefits  Willingness to disclose personal
self-tracking data

0.230

0.078ns

0.276

0.001***

H3: Financial rewards  Willingness to disclose personal self-tracking
data

0.334

0.010**

0.254

0.009**

H4a: Moderating effect of perceived activity status between privacy
risks and the willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data

-0.148

0.279ns

-

-

H4b: Moderating effect of perceived health status between privacy
risks and the willingness to disclose personal self-tracking data

-

-

0.104

0.339ns

Hypothesis

R²

0.666

0.646

* significant at p ≤ .050; ** significant at p ≤ .010; *** significant at p ≤ .001; ns: not significant

6. Discussion
In general, while previous studies focused on the
often unconscious willingness to disclose data within
the domain of social media, e-commerce and
smartphone apps, our findings show the applicability
of the privacy calculus part of the APCO Macro
Model of Smith et al. [50] to the underexplored
context of disclosing consciously highly personal and
confidential self-tracking data. Concerning our
adaptations of the model to the new context, the
consideration of the perceived activity status and the
perceived health status show no influence on the
proposed relations, while the consideration of two
different contexts concerning the data sensitivity
yield different results. Subsequently, we will discuss
the results in more detail and derive practical
implications.
For the negative side of the privacy calculus –
privacy risks –, the results are in line with previous
research on privacy risks in the context of e-ommerce

[e.g. 14, 42, 59], which showed a negative
relationship between perceived privacy risks and the
willingness to disclose. While users are already
concerned about data privacy of “ordinary” data,
such as contact or billing information, they are
consequently also concerned about the privacy of
highly sensitive self-tracking data. In this regard, the
distinction between weak and strong sensitive data
types seem to be negligible for users. For health
insurance companies, these results show that
perceived privacy risks of their customers have to be
considered, if they want them to share their personal
activity or health data. This could, for example, be
accomplished by measures, such as high transparency
about the data usage or an external certification of the
privacy standards.
For the positive side of the privacy calculus, our
results reveal that in both contexts financial rewards
are a strong positive indicator for the willingness to
disclose personal self-tracking data. The results reconfirm former research projects in different contexts
[e.g. 25, 29, 58] and thus show that this is also true
for activity and health data in the self-tracking

domain. Health insurance companies could exploit
this positive relationship, for example by controlling
the customers effort to improve his or her activity or
health condition through the disclosed self-tracking
data, and offer financial rewards accordingly.
Further, considering the influence of service
improvement benefits on the willingness to disclose
personal data, the results vary between the two
different data sensitivity contexts. Within the context
of strong data sensitivity, service improvement
benefits have a significant influence on the
willingness to disclose personal data, thus being in
accordance with former research in a commerce
context [56]. In turn, in the context of weak data
sensitivity, the relationship is not significant. These
results suggest that customers attribute different
advantages of service improvement benefits to the
type of data. In this regard, customers might not be
able to imagine how their activity data could lead to
individual and valuable service improvement benefits
by a health insurance company (e.g. suggestions for
sport or fitness activities). In contrast, customers
might attribute service improvements benefits to the
disclosure of health data that offer them benefits that
support the treatment of health issues (e.g. faster
clearance of special treatments, suggestion for
physician consultations). As a practical implication,
health insurance companies could either focus their
service
improvement
benefits
solely
on
measurements that are related to the health data of
their customers or make every effort to emphasize to
the customers how also the disclosure of activity data
could lead to valuable service improvements.
Finally, our results do not confirm the
hypothesized moderating effect of perceived activity
status / perceived health status on the relationship
between privacy risks and the willingness to disclose
personal self-tracking data to a health insurance
company and thus are contradicting pervious findings
in a health-care context [2, 54]. As shown before,
privacy risks have in both contexts a significant
negative effect on the willingness to disclose data.
Since neither the perceived activity status nor
perceived health status mitigate this relationship for
users who do have a favorable activity or health
condition, the results suggest that the privacy risks
are determined independently of one’s actual
condition. For health insurance companies, these
results are favorable since they suggest that
customers with an unfavorable activity or health
condition do not assess privacy risks differently than
those with a good condition. Hence, if the health
insurance companies manage the perceived privacy
risks well, they are able to reach all customers

independent of their perceived activity status or
health status.

7. Conclusion
Since privacy research with a focus on highly
personal activity or health data has received little
attention so far, we directed our research on the field
of highly sensitive data of self-tracking. Therefore,
we set out to deductively build up a conceptual model
with which we aimed to determine the influence of
the calculus of personal risks and benefits on the
willingness of an individual to disclose personal selftracking data a health insurance company.
To answer our research question, we build on the
privacy calculus part of the APCO model of Smith et
al. [50], added the context specific moderator
variables perceived activity status / perceived health
status and used the factorial survey approach to build
two conceptual models, which allowed us to create
hypothetical settings and compare the results for
weak and strong data sensitivity. Our results reveal
that privacy risks always have a negative impact on
the willingness to disclose personal data, while
positive effects of privacy benefits are partly
depending on the data sensitivity. Further, the
perceived activity status and perceived health status
of a user has no effect on the relationship between
privacy risks and the willingness to disclose personal
self-tracking data. Our research results advance the
theoretical understanding in the field of information
privacy and provide practical implications for
practitioners in the field of self-tracking privacy
decisions. Especially for health insurance companies,
our research reveals a deeper understanding which
factors concerning the disclosure of self-tracking data
are important for their customers. Hence, they will be
able to adapt their services accordingly.
Besides our promising results, we acknowledge
the following limitations and suggest future research.
At first, our results are based on two hypothetical
contexts which we presented to the sample group.
While the results for real case situations might differ,
we suggest a review of our results as soon as the
disclosure of personal self-tracking data to health
insurance companies is a common practice. Further,
with our research models, we only analyzed how the
influence of the calculus of personal risks and
benefits on the willingness to disclose personal data
differs depending on the data sensitivity. Yet, the
analysis if the willingness to disclose is significantly
different between the two contexts remains for future
research. Lastly, former research identified several
other possible determinants on the willingness to
disclose personal data, most prominently privacy

concerns, which comprises elements such as privacy
experience, demographic differences or culture.
Succeeding research may then narrow down the focus
on these specific aspects.
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